StringBean Technologies
Changing the Game in Construction Field Reporting
StringBean Customer Spotlight: GEA Consulting Engineers
In recent years, GEA has been expanding their services to include commissioning and special inspections.
Commissioning involves the physical assessment of the installed equipment in a new or retrofitted building
with regard to proper operation per design, per code and per energy code requirements. For large buildings,
the commissioning process can be quite daunting without some type of
roadmap. Special inspections are similar but require a different reporting
Time Per Report
format. The reports are specific and highly regulated for each inspection type
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(mechanical, heating, chimney, sprinkler, etc.).
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Rather than use checklists or report templates, which require a “save as” for
each report, GEA desired a mobile solution to prepare these reports “inprogress” while in the field. GEA looked into StringBean Technologies as a
solution to their mobile needs. GEA liked the fact that rather than returning to
the office, downloading, choosing and labeling the pictures, assembling the
report, etc., the entire report could be completed and filed while still in the
36% Savings
field via the engineer’s mobile device.

How easy is it to use StringBean in the field?

Choose the
relevant project
for a site visit

Take pictures, add captions
and hashtags to immediately
organize and categorize. All
data uploads to the cloud

Select images and
notes to be included
in the final report

The report is exported with
relevant project data and
selected images and notes
from the field

GEA started working with the StringBean app and suggested additional features that would tailor the mobile
experience to their specific needs. The new features allow GEA to take hundreds of photos of various
construction details, caption pictures in the field and easily add only a few of those pictures to the final report.
Additional Needs

Feature Added

Capture many photos in quick succession

Quickly capture, annotate and hashtag multiple photos at once

Easily backup photos

Export selected photos from StringBean cloud

Faster transfer from field work to report

Custom commissioning and special inspection report formats,
tailored to specific business and operational requirements

“GEA has been using StringBean for close to half a year and it has significantly increased our productivity in
completing these reports. GEA is preparing to purchase additional user licenses so that all of our engineers
can take advantage of the savings afforded us by the StringBean app.”
– David Glickman P.E., LEED AP
Managing Partner, GEA Consulting Engineers

GEA Consulting Engineers is one of New York’s top engineering firms, specializing in the
innovative design of mechanical, electrical, plumbing and fire protection systems for some
of the city’s most well-respected companies. The scope of their work includes large-scale
retail, hospitality, commercial, institutional and high-rise residential projects.

